
Camp Spotlight
Movie Week #2 August 5-9, 2024

1:00-4:30 PM, $57 per day

Make it a full day by adding a morning camp!

Everyone loves to watch a great movie, but it's time to
get off the couch and get to playing – exercising both
your body and your mind.  We will be living the magic
made in different movies all week – pick your favorite

or embrace the movie marathon!  
Monday: Inside Out – Have you ever felt angry & wanted to
destroy a tower?! Let’s do it! Have you ever felt afraid and wanted
to hide?! Let’s do it! Have you ever felt joy and wanted to play and
play and play? Let’s do that too! A day full of games and friends
and FUN!                                  
 Tuesday: Jumanji –  A day of adventure revolving around a mysterious

game that unleashes a terrifying jungle world upon its players! Beware
the gigantic spiders lounging around the parachute and the quicksand
in the foam pit... Are you ready to enter the wild world of Jumanji? Let
the game commence!

Wednesday: Toy Story – Calling all space toys and future galaxy
travelers, we must head "To infinity and Beyond!"  Race on the moon
with bouncy steps and little gravity, and save the little duckies from the
black holes before it's too late. And of course we can't forget our
favorite western heroes - Woody & Jessie! Kick your horsey into gear
and be ready for a fantastically wonderful time! 

Thursday: Kung Fu Panda – Join the furious 5 and
begin your training to become a Dragon warrior!
Learn to be stealthy like Tigress and as strong as Po.
Have fun balancing noodles and increasing your
inner awesomness! Watch out for the shape-shifting
Chameleon - she’s out to get us all! 

Friday: Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs –  Flint
Lockwood invents a machine that drops food from the
sky! Imagine a mountain of Jello and Strawberry best
friend! This is a day full of inventing, building, and
silliness! 
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